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1 SCHEDULE AND SITES 
Excursion to storm and sea water flood sites in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area 

The 25th, September, 2014  

Departure at 9:00 GTK, Betonimiehenkuja 4, Espoo 

Departure at 9:05 from Radisson Blu, Espoo 

 

Marjaniemi residential area, Helsinki 

• Sea flood prone area 

• Flood embankment 
Viikinoja park and residential area, Helsinki 

• Storm water retention pond, flood levees, flood ditch, green roofs  
Hakunila manor, Vantaa 

• Storm water retention pond, natural retention of storm waters 
Kartanonkoski residential area, Vantaa 

• Storm water pond, built open retention system  

Masala sports and recreational park, Kirkkonummi 

• Storm water ditches, retention ponds  
Kongsberg park, Espoonlahti, Espoo 

• Storm water pond  
 

Helsinki railway station 16:45 

GTK, Espoo 17:00 
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Figure 1.   Route map for the excursion (departure from GTK, Otaniemi, finished at Helsinki railway 
station) 

2 INFILTRATION CAPACITY  
Infiltration capacity maps produced in the CliPLivE –project are based on the combination of soil 
type, soil sealing percentage and slope steepness. Soil type maps are based on the mapping data 
produced by the Geological Survey of Finland, soil sealing is based on open access satellite 
mapping data from the European Environment Agency's internet service and slope steepness is 
calculated using the elevation data produced by the National Land Survey of Finland. 

  0 = no flood  

  1 = very low likelihood for flood  

  2 = low likelihood for flood  

  3 = medium low likelihood for flood  

  4 = medium likelihood for flood  

  5 = medium high likelihood for flood 

  6 = high likelihood for flood 

  7 = very high likelihood for flood 

8 = bedrock area 

9 = watercourse 

Figure 2.   Colour coding used in the infiltration capacity maps. The maps can be used as background 
information for general level storm water flood management. 
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3 RISK MAPS 
In the frame of the CliPLivE –project, Delphi method was applied in estimating the risk that is 
depending on land use (vulnerability) and climate factor (hazard).  Risk values indicated in the risk 
matrix are based on expert panel's opinion.  

The risk classes are following (Klein et al. 2012): 

• Class 1 (Green): Possibly low risk in current / indicated type of land use, risk management 
not needed   

• Class 2 (Yellow): Possibly medium risk in current / indicated type of land use, risk 
management recommended   

• Class 3 (Orange): Possibly high risk in current / indicated type of land use, risk management 
needed   

• Class 4 (Red): Possibly very high risk in current / indicated type of land use, risk 
management compulsory   

 

4 MARJANIEMI RESIDENTIAL AREA, HELSINKI 
Marjaniemi district in Helsinki is located on an area prone to sea floods. The flood in 2005, for 
example, is described in the Marjaniemi information letter 1/2005 published by Marjaniemi 
association as follows:   
 "The first alarm came on Saturday the 8, January, 2005 at 12:51 o´clock, says Ebbe 
Jonsson, the chief of Voluntary Rescue Services of Marjaniemi rescue department. Within 17 
minutes, 10 persons from the staff were in place. We started to work. The pier at the beach was 
helpful in measuring the water level. In the afternoon, water level was 40 cm below the pier, but at 
the following night at approximately three o'clock the water level was 25 cm above the pier. The 
highest flood lasted 2-3 hours. 
 Water level rise was caused by storm wind driving water masses to the Vartiokylänlahti bay. 
From there the water flooded low-lying coastal areas. This kind of water level rise was not the first, 
and likely not the last. We'll see, if the city has funding and means to prevent these damages from 
happening again. Damages themselves are at households' own risk, unless they have insurance that 
covers the damages."  
In 2008, the construction department of the city of Helsinki started designing building a flood 
embankment with a length of half a kilometre in Marjaniemi. The flood risk management project 
consisted of 560 m long flood embankment and pumping station in case of flooding. The upper 
level of the embankment is N60 +2,15 m. Before the embankment there were approximately twenty 
buildings located on a flood hazard area (Yrjölä & Viinanen 2012). 

The coasts in the Marjaniemi district consist mainly of clay or other fine grained sediments. From 
the coast the topography rises towards bedrock hills with thin moraine layer covering them. Low 
coastal areas are prone to sea floods. The flood management actions in this area are not taken into 
account in the sea flood risk maps. 
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Figure 3.  Flood prone areas in Marjaniemi. Blue line = coastline, purple line = 1,2 m flood height, red line 
= 2,5 m flood height  (Source: District plan for Itäkeskus and Marjaniemi 2009-2018) 

 

 

 
Figure 4.   Flood embankment and pumping station in Marjaniemi. (Photo: P. Schmidt-Thomé, GTK) 
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Figure 5.   Quaternary deposit map for Marjaniemi, based on 1:20 000 mapping data. Colour codes: blue = 
clay, violet = fine sand, beige = moraine, red = bedrock area, raster = man-made soil and built-up area. 
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Figure 6.   Sea flood hazard map 1/100a of Marjaniemi. Sea flood classes according to flood depth / m. 
White = not flood prone for 1/100a sea flooding. 
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Figure 7.   Sea flood risk map for Marjaniemi in 1/100a flood (flood embankment has not been taken into 
account).Risk classes 1-4 from lowest to highest. White areas not classified. 
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5 VIIKINOJA PARK AND RESIDENTIAL AREA, HELSINKI 
In the Viikinoja brook, the flow of water has been delayed by constructing bends and small islands 
and by increasing vegetation. Natural, varying vegetation cleans the water on its way to the 
Purolahti bay and also significantly enriches the biodiversity of the area.  Natural storm water 
management enables to keep the hydrological balance of the area stabile which also prevents clayey 
area from land subsidence. 

The area called "Eko-Viikki" is the first residential area in Finland that was entirely built based on 
ecological aims. The area is dedicated to ecological building and lifestyle, and it is internationally 
known from its ecological housing constructions. This ecologically constructed area contains green 
roofs and non sealed surfaces. The area utilizes various energy-efficient solutions such as solar 
power. Storm waters are used for irrigation of kitchen gardens. Special attention has been paid for 
waste recycling.  

The Viikinoja park is an area with clayey soil and very plain topography, which collects storm 
waters of surrounding bedrock hills. These factors together make the area prone to storm water 
floods, which can also be seen in the infiltration capacity maps. Schools and other buildings 
reserved for education are classified to the highest flood risk class in this area. The risk map does 
not take storm water management measures built in this area into account. 

 
Figure 8.   The storm water collection plan of  the Viikinojapuisto. (Source:  Eko-Viikki Brochure, City of 
Helsinki and Ministry of the Environment, 2004) Gray = storm waters are collected to rainwater sewer, 
Light green = Storm water infiltration before releasing to green areas or park, Green = Green area with 
storm water collection, retention and infiltration, Green line = open ditch or depression for collecting storm 
waters 
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Figure 9.   The Viikinoja park, May 2014. 

 
Figure 10.   Green roofs in the Viikonoja residential area (Photo: P. Schmidt-Thomé, GTK) 
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Figure 11.  Quaternary deposit map for the Viikinoja park based on 1:20 000 mapping data. Colour codes: 
blue = clay, green = sand, yellow = silt, beige = moraine, red = bedrock area, raster = man-made soil.  
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Figure 12.   Infiltration capacity for the Viikinoja park. See chapter 2 for infiltration capacity classes. 
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Figure 13.   Storm water flood risk in the Viikinoja park (storm water management options have not been 
taken into account in the map). Risk classes 1-4 from lowest to highest.0 = not classified. 
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6 HAKUNILA MANOR, VANTAA 
The Hakunila manor's (Håkansböle manor in Swedish) main building originates from 1905. It was 
built on the place of the old main building that was constructed during the years 1842-1844. As an 
estate the manor was established in the 1600's. 

The alteration of local detailed plan of Håkansböle manor area (001932, 28.2.2011) guides and 
controls the future use and possible construction activities of the manor area.  

The Kormuniitynoja brook runs through the Håkansböle park. Around the Hakunila manor area, 
there exists technical storm water management in the form of pipeline networks only in the vicinity 
of the manor. In other parts of the surroundings, storm water flows in open ditches and brooks, and 
runs to the Kormuniitynoja brook. The areas' storm waters will be managed using natural means 
such as open ditches and flood ponds in the future as well. The storm waters of the Kormuniitynoja 
brook are retained using the combination of steps in the bottom of the brook, a dam and ponds. The 
highest allowable water level in the brook should not be higher than the watershed's lowest 
building's basement structures (16,9 m a.s.l. N43), and flooding of the brook may not cause 
damages  outside the planning area. The local detailed plan states, among others, that the amount of 
storm waters originating from this area should be minimized by keeping the yards in their natural 
state and unsealed. Storm waters must be treated on site by infiltrating them to soil and by retaining 
in depressions before letting to flow to the common storm water sewer and to the Kormuniitynoja 
brook. (Håkansböle manor area – Explanation of the alteration of local detailed plan 28.2.2011) 

The Hakunila manor area is an old agricultural area with fine grained soil (mainly clay), through 
which the Kormuniitynoja brook flows. The area has also bedrock hills covered by a thin moraine 
layer, where water is running towards ditches and Kormuniitynoja brook. On the western side of the 
area, there is a residential area, from where water flows also towards the Kormuniitynoja brook. On 
the infiltration capacity map, this culturally and historically valuable site can be seen with elevated 
risk. The existing storm water management structures have not been taken into account in the risk 
map.    
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Figure 14.   Storm water pond as an environmental element in the surroundings of the Hakunila manor.  

 

 
Figure 15.   Open ditch that is also collecting storm waters from the surroundings of the Hakunila manor. 
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Figure 16.   Quaternary deposit map of the surroundings of the Hakunila manor based on 1:20 000 mapping 
data. Colour codes: blue = clay, yellow = silt, violet = fine sand, beige = moraine, red = bedrock area, 
raster = man-made soil and built-up areas. 
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Figure 17.   Infiltration capacity map for the surroundings of the Hakunila manor. See chapter 2 for 
infiltration capacity classes. 
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Figure 18.   Storm water flood risk in the Hakunila manor surroundings (storm water retention has not been 
taken into account in the risk map). Risk classes 1-4 from lowest to highest.0 = not classified. 
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7 KARTANONKOSKI RESIDENTIAL AREA, VANTAA 
The first priority in the Vantaa city storm water management planning is to treat and use the storm 
waters on site.  The next option is to direct release storm waters off site through filtering and water 
retaining systems. In the Kartanonkoski residential area, the forming storm waters are led to storm 
water retention ponds built in the area.  

Tiia Helvilä states in her graduation thesis "Maintenance of open storm water management 
systems": "In natural storm water treatment systems, i.e. open storm water management systems, 
storm waters are directed on the ground surface to different systems such as wetlands, depressions 
or pits. Often these kind of open structures have vegetation, rock surfaces and structures that 
require regular maintenance and monitoring. In addition, most open systems have recreational 
values as a part of an urban environment. To keep their aesthetic values and to stay functional these 
systems require regular planned maintenance." (Helvilä 2013) 
 

 
Figure 19.   Kartanonkoski storm water pond in its construction phase (Photo: Markku Maunula, SYKE) 

 
Figure 20.   Kartanonkoski storm water system (Photos: Laura Muukka, Vantaa city planning) 
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Figure 21.   Kartanonkoski, November 2013 

 
Figure 22.   Kartanonkoski, June 2014 (Photo: Philipp Schmidt-Thomé, GTK) 

 

The Kartanonkoski residential area is located on a topographically plain, clay area.  Water retaining 
soil makes the area prone to storm water flooding, which can be seen in the infiltration capacity 
map. The highest class of storm water flood risk is identified for schools and other buildings used 
for educational purposes in the area. Storm water management systems already existing in this area 
are not taken into account in the risk maps. 
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Figure 23.   Kartanonkoski Quaternary deposits map based on 1:20 000 mapping data. Colour codes: blue 
= clay, violet = fine sand, beige = moraine, red = bedrock area, raster = man-made soil. 
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Figure 24.   Kartanonkoski infiltration capacity map. See chapter 2 for infiltration capacity classes. 
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Figure 25.   Storm water flood risk in Kartanonkoski (storm water ditches and retention ponds have not been 
taken into account in the map). Risk classes 1-4 from lowest to highest.0 = not classified. 
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8 MASALA SPORTS AND RECREATIONAL PARK, KIRKKONUMMI 
The Masala sports and recreational park is located on an area with topographically flat depression, 
which collects storm water from its surroundings. The main soil type in the area is clay, which has 
low hydraulic permeability.  Retaining soil makes the area prone to storm water floods, which can 
be seen in the infiltration capacity map as well. Storm water management in this area that is 
surrounded by schools, day cares and residential areas is implemented by building storm water 
ditches and retention ponds around it. On the risk map, the schools and other buildings in 
educational use are identified having the highest risk of this area. The risk map does not take 
existing storm water management structures into account. 

 

 
Figure 26.   Storm water collection to open ditch after heavy rain in Masala, May 2014. 
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Figure 27.   Storm water retention in Masala sports and recreational park, May 2014. 

 
Figure 28.   Storm water retention in Masala sports and recreational park, June 2014. 
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Figure 29.   Quaternary deposit map of Masala based on 1:20 000 mapping data. Colour codes: blue = 
clay, beige = moraine, red = bedrock area. 
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Figure 30.   Masala infiltration capacity map. See chapter 2 for infiltration capacity classes. 
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Figure 31.   Masala storm water flood risk (storm water ditches and retention ponds have not been taken 
into account in  the map). Risk classes 1-4 from lowest to highest.0 = not classified. 
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9 KONGSBERG PARK, ESPOONLAHTI, ESPOO 
The Espoonlahti area is mainly built up and only bedrock hills with thin soil layers and clayey 
depressions that weren't built during the mapping are identified on the Quaternary deposit map. Fine 
grained sediments that were deposited on the area during different historical stages of the Baltic Sea 
can be seen with plain topography. Due to low permeability of clay and plain topography, the area 
is prone to storm water floods. A retention pond that collects storm water from the surroundings is 
built in the Kongsberg park. Highest risk classes related to soil infiltration capacity can be seen 
where there are schools or other buildings with educational activities. The risk map does not take 
into account the storm water management structures in the area.  

 

 
Figure 32.   Storm water retention pond in the Kongsberg park, May 2014. 
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Figure 33.   Quaternary deposit map of the area based on 1:20 000 mapping data. Colour codes: blue = 
clay, beige = moraine, red = bedrock area, raster = man-made soil and built-up areas. 
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Figure 34.   Infiltration capacity map of the area. See chapter 2 for infiltration capacity classes. 
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Figure 35.   Storm water flood risk of the area (storm water ditches and retention pond have not been taken 
into account in the map). Risk classes 1-4 from lowest to highest.0 = not classified. 
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